
Worksheet Ref Date Receiv Complainant Name Location Duration Wind Direction
WK/000146165 03/05/2022 AZ Site Boundary Driving Past
WK/000146195 04/05/2022 AP Misson 900 SSW

WK/000146247 06/05/2022 G Misson 1350 WSW

WK/000146248 06/05/2022 AZ Misson 1400 for 30 mins WSW

WK/000146719 12/05/2022 C Misson 1025 WSW
WK/000146720 13/05/2022 C Misson 825 W 
WK/000146721 20/05/2022 C Misson 1142 and 1458 SW and SW
WK/000146722 22/05/2022 C
WK/000147085 08/06/2022 AA ?

WK/000147081 09/06/2022 AZ Misson 0650 on dog walk WSW

WK/000147080 09/06/2022 BO Misson 0715 to 1320 WSW 

WK/000147082 09/06/2022 G Misson ? WSW 

WK/000147083 09/06/2022 BA Misson Morning WSW 

WK/000147086 09/06/2022 AA Misson Morning WSW 

WK/000147125 10/06/2022 G Misson All day SW most of day

WK/000147089 10/06/2022 BO Misson 0930 into morningSW most of day

WK/000147090 10/06/2022 BA Misson 1030 morning SW most of day

WK/000147091 10/06/2022 G Misson All day SW most of day

WK/000147121 10/06/2022 BA Misson All day SW most of day
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WK/000147124 10/06/2022 BO Misson All day SW most of day

WK/000147133 11/06/2022 AZ Misson All day SW most of day

WK/000147126 11/06/2022 G Misson All day SW most of day
WK/000147137 11/06/2022 AA Misson All day SW most of day

Misson All day SW most of day
WK/000147130 11/06/2022 BA Misson All day SW most of day

WK/000147170 13/06/2022 B Misson 1645 W
WK/000147291 15/06/2022 G Misson ?

WK/000147293 16/06/2022 G Misson Afternoon W to SW

WK/000147260 16/06/2022 AA Misson Late Afternoon SW

WK/000147261 16/06/2022 AA Misson Late Afternoon SW

WK/000147265 16/06/2022 AT Misson Late Afternoon SW

WK/000147288 16/06/2022 AZ Misson Late Afternoon SW

WK/000147314 17/06/2022 B ? ?

WK/000147289 17/06/2022 BO Misson Morning Mostly from the S
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WK/000147313 19/06/2022 AA Misson ?

WK/000147318 19/06/2022 BQ Misson 04:00:00 SSW
WK/000147315 19/06/2022 B ?

WK/000147373 21/06/2022 BQ Misson 06:00:00

WK/000147507 24/06/2022 G Site Boundary Driving Past

WK/000147508 25/06/2022 G Site Boundary Driving Past

WK/000147535 26/06/2022 G Site Boundary Driving Past Weather station offline at 1140

WK/000147499 28/06/2022 CB Site Boundary Driving Past

WK/000147536 28/06/2022 G Site Boundary Driving Past

WK/000147682 28/06/2022 AA Site Boundary Driving Past
WK/000147683 28/06/2022 AA
WK/000147637 29/06/2022 BQ Misson 21:40:00 SW
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Wind Speed Details
smell 7 am, still evident after 8 am when drove to Bawtry

8 After a long spell during which the odour from Tunnel Tech was less of a problem within Misson, 
the unmistakeable smell was particularly evident in the village at 09:00 this morning, Wednesday 
4th May. I have to ask whether it is worth checking with Tunne

15 Friday 6th May - disgusting TT stink all over Misson from 1.50pm. 
Would someone have the courtesy to reply with a reason for the stinks of late again?  Residents 
are repeatedly ignored when asking for a reason...bad manners in my book.

15 We wish to report a breach of permit for yesterday afternoon.  About 2pm for over an hour there 
was a horrible stench in village.  Made working in the garden unpleasant.

12 10.25 pm outside his house
12 8.25 pm outside his house
13 and 17 11.42 am and 2.58 pm outside his house

8.32 pm outside his house
We've had a welcome break from the Tunnel Tech stink in recent months but suddenly it's back.  
I've highlighted many times previously that the smell is very often worse after heavy rain, which we 
have had the past few days. 

9 What has gone wrong. Stepped out this morning for a dog walk at 6.50am to be met by awful TTN 
stench. This pervaded throughout the walk along the old railway line, Mill House and West Street 
and Manor close.

between 12 and 15There is an awful smell coming from Tunnel Tech North. This has been on and off all day from 
around 7.15am and it is now 1.20pm.

between 12 and 15Horrendous odour filling house from tunnel tech north. 5/5. 
Would somebody care to provide an explanation for this breach of permit?  
Is there a breakdown on site?

between 12 and 15After a period of welcome respite from the odour issues, with only minimal outbreaks here and 
there, we have awoken this morning to a foul stench which is hanging around and has 
necessitated closing all windows.

between 12 and 15Thursday 9th June, bad smell present in the house when we came downstairs at 07.30, and 
apparent outside. Could smell Tunnel Tech outside on and off during the morning.

between 15 and 20Not that anyone's taking any notice, but vile filthy TT stench Friday 10th June all day & disgusting 
stink till after 10pm in Manor Close.

between 15 and 20Again smell all around this morning. I noticed it just now while walking the dogs at 9.30. Outside 
my house and all the way to the field behind Back Lane.

between 15 and 20The odour still persists around my property at 10.30 am but the strength is around 4 out of 10. 
Once again, can you please investigate why this outbreak has occurred ? 
Are they carrying out any purging or venting operations ?

between 15 and 20Thurs 9th June - after a few weeks of 'milder' TT odours, vile odours are back with a vengeance, 
from early morning and lasting all day wafting around Village. In case you had forgotten at BDC, 
residents have a right to know the reasons for the sudden

between 15 and 20Very stong odour from tunnel tech pervading the house. 5/5. 
Odour has been in the air all day yesterday and today at varying strengths but always detectable.  
Yet again we ask why and what is the source?  
Are tunnel tech doing some different procedure?
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between 15 and 20Again the smell from Tunnel Tech has been around on and off all day. Really strong this afternoon 
around 2.30 to the point that doors had to be closed.

Around 20 As Mr X has said this is the third day in a row where the village has been plagued by stench from 
TTN. 
Noticed it this morning at 7am and it has come and gone all day. 
As others have said there must be a reason for this sudden breach 

Around 20 Saturday 11th June, TT stink most of day, vile stench wafting around Manor Close in afternoon.
Around 20 Saturday 11th June - 15.50 - sitting outside in the garden when the unmistakable smell of Tunnel 

Tech came in on the strong breeze which was blowing directly from the plant.  6.5/10
Around 20
Around 20 This is now the third consecutive day of permit breaches at TTN Newington. 

We have suffered intermittent foul odour for most of the day. 

As previously stated,we have recently enjoyed a long period with little or no pollution which tells 12 16.45 Monday 13th June odour from tunnel tech north is permeating the house 5/5 .
This is disgusting, we should be able to work outdoors anywhere in the village & especially in our 
own gardens - the letter residents received this week is the usual twaddle....Best Available 
Techniques is just an excuse.

Between 5 and 10Thurs 16th June - vile TT stink midday onwards around Manor Close & on Misson Road whilst 
trying to complete outdoor community work.  

This is disgusting, we should be able to work outdoors anywhere in the village & especially in our 
own gardens - the l

Between 5 and 10Came outside to enjoy some late sunshine without the heat, enjoying a cup of tea - and wham!!  
Straight at us from Tunnel Tech on the breeze. Intermittent but absolutely vile.  
As I'm sure you will be at work Mr Middleton, this gives you an opportunity t

Between 5 and 10Sitting outside in the warm evening air eating strawberries and ice cream, driven inside by the vile 
stench coming from Tunnel Tech.  Truly 10/10  
What's going on??  Is this really operating to "Best Available Technique"???  The letter we all 
received th

Between 5 and 10Something is wrong across at Tunnel Tech. Despite this being a very warm evening, we have just 
now needed to close all doors and windows because of the foul odour coming across the field 
from the factory.

Between 5 and 10Lovely evening isn't it?  Bet you have all sat out in your gardens enjoying the summer at last. 

We did too but our evening was blighted by the stench from TTN. 

Simon can you please explain why we have been getting your stench over the last few days
After a few days away I have returned to the prison of having to close windows and doors because 
of the disgusting odour from tunnel tech.

Fairly blustery up to 20All morning so far there has been an awful smell coming from Tunnel Tech. 

Again we seem to be having to endure this on a daily basis which suggests that the "BAT" is not 
effective enough to stop the odour from travelling way beyond the site boundaries.
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Had to get up and shut the bedroom windows due to the strong stench coming from Tunnel Tech. 
It's really nasty, like raw sewage or pig farms.  
What's going on?  You can tell from our complaints there has been a long period without a 
problem, and now sudd

6 I wish to report the foul smell coming from Tunnel Tech North this morning around the time of 4am.
After a few days away I have returned to the prison of having to close windows and doors because 
of the disgusting odour from tunnel tech.
I wish to report the foul smell coming from Tunnel Tech North this morning, noticed from 6am 
onwards.
vile TT stench outside the site boundary driving past at 11.50am, still a vicious stink along Misson 
road from TT into village at 3pm.
Saturday 25th June - vile obnoxious TT stench 8am driving past site, stink outside the boundary - 
still stinking 9.40am. In case you have forgotten, many of us have lived in the village for over 40 
years....we know the difference in odours Ms Stewart.
Sunday 26 June - vile TT stench 11.40am driving past site, still stinking & wafting along Misson 
Road from TT to village.
 Very strong nasty smell coming from TT this morning (9am), noticed when driving past on way to 
the Dr's.
Tuesday 28 June - vile TT stink driving past site 12.50pm & still a stench wafting along Misson 
Road from TT to village.
stinking down Bawtry Road from quarry to TTN - 8/10
stinking even worse from TTN to Misson sign. 9/10

9
I wish to report the foul smell coming from Tunnel Tech North tonight at the time of this email.
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